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Book Review: “The Hip Chick’s Guide to Macrobiotics” by
Jessica Porter A l e x i s  B u r l i n g

I have to admit that even before cracking 

open the pages of The Hip Chick’s Guide to

Macrobiotics, written by macrobiotic chef

Jessica Porter, I was more than a bit skeptical of

what I would find. A lover of piping-hot pasta

dishes (white flour) smothered in cheese (dairy),

gooey chocolate desserts (white flour, sugar,

cocoa, eggs), and the coveted daily morning cup

of coffee (caffeine), I wasn’t exactly going into

this reading experience with an open mind.

Despite my nappy haired, hemp-wearing,

vegan past, I had already decided that I was not

willing to trade my newly found and very sat-

isfying culinary freedom for another 10 years

on a restrictive diet. Armed with a stockpile of

defenses and excuses, my pro-carbs, pro-sugar

self was well prepared to discount the book

and every morsel of cooking advice in it. 

What I discovered after spending time with

The Guide, however, was quite different from

what I had originally expected. It turns out that

many of my preconceived notions about what

makes a diet macrobiotic were off the mark and

that much of the philosophy behind such a

regimen is practical, healthy, and somewhat

easy to introduce into your daily routine, de-

pending on how “macro” you want to go.

Here is a sampling of some of the healthy (and

scrumptious) reasons why macrobiotic might

be just the right food-losophy for you, courtesy

of Jessica Porter, The Guide’s epicurean expert:

Nothing is forbidden in the practice of mac-
robiotics because more than anything, mac-
robiotics is about freedom... You are free to
make your choices and you are free to feel
the consequences.

According to Porter, the macrobiotic journey

begins when a person makes the choice to lis-

ten to what their body needs and to eat

accordingly. You can choose to follow the most

recognized set of macrobiotic guidelines,

known as the Standard Macrobiotic Diet, by

eating whole grains, beans and bean products,

sea and other vegetables, pickles, non-aromat-

ic teas, soups, some desserts, occasionally fish,

fruit, and some alcoholic beverages, and es-

chewing highly refined sugars, processed foods,

nightshade vegetables, dairy products, eggs,

and most animal products. Or, depending on

what your goals are, you can start small and

slowly deconstruct and reconstruct your diet

by cutting out one group at a time until you’ve

found the right equilibrium for your body.

“Whatever brings you closer to your dream in

life is what’s right for you,” says Porter. 

You don’t have to follow the diet flawlessly
in order to experience the benefits.

Unlike many popular dieting books on the

market today, The Guide does not prescribe

guilt and punishment as methods for staying

on target with a macrobiotic lifestyle. Instead,

the book and its gracious author go so far as to

reassure you that dietary slippage is normal

and merely your body’s way of telling you to

take a breath, slow down, and do as much as

you can. Macrobiotic eating is not all-or-noth-

ing and shouldn’t be administered as such.

The more you feed your body foods that are

rich in nutrients and healthy, positive energy,

the more connected you will feel to yourself

and the world around you.

There is a food component and a philosophy
component – theory and practice tucked side
by side on your fork. You can start with your
brain or with your belly.

Whether you think first with your head or

with your stomach, you’re bound to find fod-

der for both when learning to implement a

macrobiotic lifestyle. In The Guide, Porter not

only describes the physical steps to becoming

a macrobiotic eater, she also shares the philos-

ophy behind the macrobiotic tradition,

including its origin, its history through the

ages, and its twelve basic tenets, known as the

Twelve Laws of Change of the Infinite

Universe. By understanding yin and yang, and

that all food correlates to either your yin or

your yang, you can become more in tune with

what diet is required to keep your body and

your mind in check. (Note: Those of you who

tend to shy away from mystical discussions

may be turned off by these chapters. Yet while

parts of these sections were a bit too hokey for

my taste, they were interesting nonetheless.)

You begin to look younger, feel younger, and
a lifetime of accumulation is released from
your body. As this desludging takes place, it
begins to become very clear where and how
your energy is moving.

For those of you who have gotten used to 

eating while driving, talking on the phone,

watching a movie, or finishing up a project 

for work, my guess is that you hardly have

time to focus on what you’re eating, let alone

taste it. One of the benefits of macrobiotic eat-

ing is that it forces you to slow down and

learn to appreciate life through what you 

take into your body. According to Jessica

Porter, a macrobiotic diet is the quickest and

healthiest way to cleanse and rid your system

of toxic buildup from the day-to-day. (Not to

mention those nifty physical/mental/emo-

tional improvements, such as shinier hair,

smoother skin, elevated energy levels during

the day, regulated sleeping patterns at night,

lucid thoughts, heightened confidence levels,

and a decrease in erratic mood swings and

bombastic behavior).

Macrobiotics is about saying ‘yes’ to life, to
freedom, and to a host of new foods.

Possibly the best thing about The Guide is 

the way Porter handles food. Because she is

cognizant of all the dietary skeptics in the

world, having been one herself, she is intent

on identifying the nutritional makeup of

every grain, vegetable, and dairy product in

the supermarket in order to pinpoint the pos-

itive and negative effects that each item has

on the body. By including charts, food group

lists, a glossary of terms, tasty recipes, and a

wealth of personal anecdotes, Jessica Porter

does all that she can to make her readers feel

excited (and realistic) about making the

switch to macrobiotics.

Hip chicks yearning to be hipper, obsessive

dieters burned out on the Atkins diet and in

search of something a little more flexible, and

everyday Janes (or Joes – despite the title, The

Guide is perfectly suitable for the male gender)

hoping to find balance through food are all

likely to find some useful insights in Jessica

Porter’s macrobiotic guidebook.

SEAWEED NUT CRUNCH

1/3 cup corn oil
1/2 cup maple syrup
1 cup sliced almonds
1 cup sesame seeds
6 sheets of nori seaweed, torn into little pieces
1 teaspoon shoyu (or to taste)

Preheat oven to 350°F. Pour corn oil and maple
syrup in a large skillet. Bring to a frothy boil and
add sliced almonds, stir, and add sesame seeds
and nori pieces. Sprinkle in shoyu. Continue stir-
ring until everything is coated. Pour into one
layer on a baking sheet. Bake for 10 minutes. 
Let cool and enjoy. Serves 6.

ELEGANT ORANGE COUSCOUS

1 cup whole-wheat couscous
1/2 cup water
1 cup fresh orange juice
1/4 cup light olive oil
2 tbsp and 1/2 tsp umeboshi vinegar
1/4 teaspoon sea salt
6 dried apricots, thinly sliced, about 1/4 cup
2 tablespoons dried currants
2 teaspoons grated fresh ginger
1/4 medium-size red onion, finely diced,

about 1/2 cup
3 tablespoons pine nuts, toasted

Measure couscous and put it in a medium-sized
bowl. In a pot, combine water, orange juice, oil,
2 tablespoons of vinegar, and salt. Bring it all to
a boil and add the dried fruit and ginger. Let
simmer for about one minute. After a quick stir,
pour this liquid mixture over the dry couscous.
Stir just to eliminate any pockets of dry cous-
cous. Cover the concoction with a plate or plastic
wrap to hold in the heat. The couscous will cook
by itself in about twenty minutes.

In a smaller pot, bring about a cup of water
to boil and drop in the diced red onion. Let it
boil for 20 seconds. Take the onion out with a
slotted spoon or mesh strainer and put aside. 

Add 1/2 teaspoon of umeboshi vinegar to the
onion and mix to bring out its red color. When
the couscous is cooked, fluff it with a fork, and
then add the pine nuts and onion. Serve. Makes
4 large servings.
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